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Curators of indulgent experiences and unique 
tasting adventures for your delight.

Welcome to our Virtual Tasting Experiences. 



 Detailed tasting notes within a Tasting Box, presented as a gift for the participants to enjoy opening 
before the experience

 Handmade Card with personalised message if required

 Pack and freight to any address within Australia (international shipping can be arranged)

 Up to 90 minutes is available for any virtual experience which includes explaining the tasters and general 
Q&A during the session. Longer experiences with a small group can include a quiz

 This price guide is for small groups of up to ten people.  With our variety of tasting experiences, we can 
mix and match to suit your budget and guests, so please get in touch for a personalised quote

Our Virtual Tasting Experiences include:

DELUXE CHOCOLATE OPTIONS

Adventurous Chocolate Tasting 
Hosted by Kylie Suich of The Dessert Plate, this experience includes nine deluxe  

chocolates that showcase different techniques and flavours from various Australian artisan 
 chocolatiers. We include a very generous selection for tasting on the day and afterwards. 

$175 per person 

Classic Chocolate Tasting 
Hosted by Kylie Suich, you will taste five different deluxe chocolates that showcase

techniques  and flavours from various Australian artisan chocolatiers. We include enough
chocolate to taste on the day and later on. 

$145 per person 

Chocolate Taster Box 
Hosted by Kylie Suich, taking you through five different Australian artisan 

chocolate tastings to enjoy on the day.
$65 per person
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MOCKTAIL OPTIONS

Classic Cold Drip Coffee and Chocolate Tasting 
Hosted by Kylie Suich, you’ll experience three decadent chocolates that showcase 

different techniques and flavours from various Australian artisan chocolatiers paired 
with a bottle of  Dark City Foundry Cold Drip Coffee.  

$145 per person

Adventurous Chai and Chocolate Tasting  
Co-hosted by Kylie Suich with Fatema Khanbhai from The Chai Room. This 

experience features five chai blends, including some with native ingredients, paired 
with chocolate. You receive a very generous selection of chocolate for tasting on the 

day and afterwards, along with a diffuser to assist in brewing the chai. 
$175 per person

Classic Chai and Chocolate
Hosted by Kylie Suich, you will taste three chai blends paired with three different 
chocolates. This experience includes a mix of traditional and modern  blends from 

The Chai Room and we provide a diffuser for brewing the chai.  
$145 per person

Chai and Chocolate Taster Box
Hosted by Kylie Suich, who will guide your tasting of three different The Chai Room 

blends paired with three Australian artisan chocolates to enjoy on the day. 
$95 per person 

COCKTAIL OPTIONS

Adventurous Rum and Chocolate Tasting
Co-hosted by Kylie Suich and Tanya Hanouch of Wolfe & Molone Wine Bar. You will 

enjoy three premium chocolates showcasing different techniques and flavours from 
Australian artisan chocolatiers, paired with three different rums. 

$175 per person

Classic Rum and Chocolate Tasting
Hosted by Kylie Suich, you will taste three premium chocolates showcasing different 
techniques and flavours from Australian artisan chocolatiers, paired with one great 

Australian Rum. The perfect way to experience the flavour notes of a rum.
$145 per person

Adventurous Gin and Chocolate Tasting 
Co-hosted by Kylie Suich and Tanya Hanouch. For this experience you can choose 
from a Mandarin Negroni flavour or a Cherry Gin flavour pairing featuring Anther 

Spirits Distillery Gins.  Australian artisan chocolates are then chosen to perfectly pair 
with the gin for a delicious tasting.  

$175 per person

Classic Gin and Chocolate Tasting
Hosted by Kylie Suich, this experience features the Bass & Flinders Cerise Gin paired 
with the Monsieur Truffe Very Berry Cosmo Dark Chocolate that has native berries 

soaked in the Cerise Gin. To experience the different flavours notes of the Cerise Gin, 
you will also taste two other chocolates on the day. 

$145 per person

Adventurous Wine and Chocolate
Co-hosted by Kylie Suich and Jenny Polack, the Wine Whitch. This tasting experience 

includes four wines paired to four different chocolates. The curation is prepared as 
a mini Master Class, with very detailed tasting notes that can be referred to again to 

assist in pairing wine with chocolate on other occasions.
$175 per person
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Curators of  indulgent exper iences and unique tast ing 
adventures for  your del ight. 

Our specia l i ty is  pair ing the per fect  combinat ion of  art isan 
chocolates and tr eats,  for  an out of  the box exper ience.  

To f ind out more and book your del ic ious exper ience 
go to thedessertplate.com.au cal l  0417 058 014 

or emai l  kyl ie@thedessertplate.com.au
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